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Hybrid Intelligent Systems has become an important research topic in computer science and a key application field in science and engineering. This book offers a gentle introduction to the engineering aspects of hybrid intelligent systems, also emphasizing the interrelation with the main intelligent technologies such as genetic algorithms – evolutionary computation, neural networks, fuzzy systems, evolvable hardware, DNA computing, artificial immune systems. A unitary whole of theory and application, the book provides readers with the fundamentals, background information, and practical methods for building a hybrid intelligent system. It treats a panoply of applications, including many in industry, educational systems, forecasting, financial engineering, and bioinformatics. This volume is useful to newcomers in the field because it quickly familiarizes them with engineering elements of developing hybrid intelligent systems and a wide range of real applications, including non-industrial applications. Researchers, developers and technically oriented managers can use the book for developing both new hybrid intelligent systems approaches and new applications requiring the hybridization of the typical tools and concepts to computational intelligence.

The Soft Computing framework or Computational Intelligence with its large variety of efficient applications is hugely fascinating. Problems in engineering, computational science and the physical and biological sciences are using the increasingly sophisticated methods of Computational Intelligence. Because of the high interdisciplinary requirements featuring most real-world applications, no bridge exists between the different stand alone Intelligent Technologies, namely Fuzzy Systems, Neural Networks, Evolutionary Algorithms, DNA Computing, Artificial Immune Systems and Knowledge Based Systems. The concomitant increase in dialogue and interconnection between the Intelligent Technologies has led to Computational Intelligence and its practical implementation – the Hybrid Intelligent Systems. The idea of writing a book on this topic first crossed my mind in 1996, and I am really happy that the book is finally complete.

Initially I thought this book would be of real help to my gifted students at the Department of Applied Electronics and at the Department of Automatics in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Navy of the University “Dunarea de Jos” Galati, Romania. New ideas and suggestions regarding the final structure of the book were obtained from students attending my course on Intelligent Multi-Agent Hybrid Systems at Wellington Institute of Technology, New Zealand. They were really pleased to become familiar with the Intelligent Technologies and with some typical competitive software, such as Neural Network Professional II Plus and Soft Computing Genetic Tool. Their interest in this area gave me the stimulus to finish the book. My intention was to be helpful to the students, not to exempt them from intellectual effort, but to put as much illustrative information as possible into the book. The purpose was to create a very clear image of what Computational Intelligence is in general terms, and to convince them that Hybrid Intelligent Systems are really nothing else but the engineering implementation of Computational Intelligence.
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PHP & MySQL: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
		In this book, I will guide you as you take your first steps beyond the static world of building web pages with the purely client-side technologies of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Together, we’ll explore the world of database driven websites and discover the dizzying array of dynamic tools, concepts, and possibilities that...
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Techniques and Tools for the Design and Implementation of Enterprise Information SystemsIGI Global, 2008
Inter-organizational information systems play a major role in improving communication and integration between partnering firms to achieve an integrated global supply chain. Current research in enterprise resource planning and electronic commerce is crucial to maintaining efficient supply chain management and organizational competitiveness....
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Introduction to 64 Bit Intel Assembly Language Programming for LinuxCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011


	The Intel CPU architecture has evolved over 3 decades from a 1 6 bit

	CPU with no memory protection, through a period with 32 bit processors

	with sophisticated architectures into the current series of processors which

	support all the old modes of operation in addition to a greatly expanded

	64 bit mode of operation. Assembly...
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Quantum Causality: Conceptual Issues in the Causal Theory of Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2009

	This is a treatise devoted to the foundations of quantum physics and the role that causality plays in the microscopic world governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. There is no sharp dividing line between physics and philosophy of physics. This is especially true for quantum physics where debate on its interpretation and the status of the...
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Advanced .NET Remoting (C# Edition)Apress, 2002

	This text presents a detailed discussion of deployment options (using XML), and is followed by a quick discussion of security and authentication and then managing object lifetimes.

	
		Targets two audiences: the “use-it” developers and the “understand-and-extend-it” developers
	
		Includes...
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Recent Advances in Formal Languages and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
The theory of formal languages is widely accepted as the backbone of theoretical computer science. It mainly originated from mathematics (combinatorics, algebra, mathematical logic) and generative linguistics. All human problem solving capabilities can be considered in a certain sense as a manipulation of symbols and structures composed by symbols,...
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